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Editorial: The Road to
Success
by Barbara Hankins

Welcome to our first Una Voce issue of the orchestra
season. The Editorial Committee has decided to call all
the ocsm newsletters Una Voce, whether they are
available online (October and February issues) or in
print (November and April.) We will continue with
One Voice!

In this issue look for reports about the Labor Notes
Conference, Quebec Negotiations, and our US sister
organizations - ropa and icsom. Our November issue
will include a summary of the ocsm conference, how-
ever I’d like to acknowledge the hard work of our ex-
ecutive and delegates – bravi everyone! Here are a few
highlights; for details on any of the conference topics,
ask your delegate!

“I skate to where the puck will be” (Wayne Gret-
sky). Quoted by keynote speaker Ben Cameron, this
sums up much of what the ocsm conference was
about. From updating our use of social media, to in-
vestigating the Integrated Media Agreement that is
currently in use in the US, the delegates explored ways
to be ahead of the game.

Much conversation swirled around who ratifies a
Collective Agreement. It was discussed in the Negoti-
ating Orchestras Workshop, the delegate reports, and
ocsm lawyer Micheal Wright’s presentation on Equity
in Collective Bargaining. The Vancouver Symphony
Orchestra negotiations will be an important example
of how this issue is resolved in ocsm orchestras. Look
for an update on this in our November issue.

Spurred on by concerns expressed by delegates
throughout the season, the conference approved a re-
vised version of the Code of Ethics for Auditions that
will now be reviewed by Orchestras Canada and the
cfm.

This year ocsm joined with the Canadian Confer-
ence of Locals in a session that confronted four issues

common to both: the relationship between Players’
Committees and Locals, alignment of local tariffs and
symphonic collective agreement minimums, social
media, and recordings that accompany live perfor-
mances.

The delegates heard from senior staff at afm, cfm,
cbc, and the other player conferences (ropa, icsom,
rma, and tma). We were treated to a tour of the new
Noble Street Studios in Toronto and were impressed
with the sound of “Lush” cello quartet in session
there. Singer Molly Johnson and a great jazz band
dazzled us at a joint banquet on the final night.

Wishing you all a successful season! And what is
success? Here are a few ideas:

Success . . .  seems to be connected with action. Successful
people keep moving. They make mistakes, but they don’t
quit. — Conrad Hilton

What I have achieved by industry and practice, anyone else
with tolerable natural gift and ability can also achieve.

— J. S. Bach

Success is a little like wrestling a
gorilla. You don’t quit when
you’re tired. You quit when the go-
rilla is tired. — Robert Strauss

The road to success is always under construction.
— Lily Tomlin

Resolutions Adopted at the
2012 OCSM Conference

Resolution #1

Whereas, the Organization of Canadian Symphony
Musicians, or ocsm, grew from an idea shared by Ruth
Budd and Sam Levine in 1974 that the problems of
symphony musicians needed to be discussed in a dedi-
cated forum, and
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Whereas, this idea led to an initial meeting on Oc-
tober 23, 1975, of the Symphony Players’ Council as
part of the Symphony Symposium, which was itself
part of the Canadian Conference of the afm, and

Whereas, the organizers of that meeting learned
that one day was not enough to discuss the myriad
problems faced by symphony musicians, many of
which remain to this day, and

Whereas, those organizers felt that it was best to
hold the meetings during the summer, and

Whereas, the inaugural meeting of ocsm was held
on August 15, 1977, with eight orchestras represented,
and

Whereas Ruth Budd was elected the first Chairman
of ocsm, and

Whereas, in Ruth’s first letter to the musicians of
Canada, in Vol. 1, No. 1 of the ocsm newsletter, she
wrote, "Let us become the united voice of the sympho-

ny musician in Canada," and
Whereas, the idea that Ruth had in 1974 has grown

to an annual meeting of the 20 ocsm member orches-
tras lasting for four and a half days, and

Whereas, ocsm has indeed become that united
voice, therefore, let it be

Resolved, that ocsm owes its very existence to Ruth,
and for that its members wish to express their over-
whelming gratitude for her foresight and imagination.

Resolution #2

Whereas the New Mexico Symphony Orchestra, found-
ed in 1932, filed for Chapter 7 bankruptcy and ceased
operations in April 2011, and

Whereas the liquidation of this ensemble deprived
the city of Albuquerque of a prestigious, cherished or-
chestra, and
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Whereas it also left 76 professional symphonic mu-
sicians without a livelihood; and

Whereas many of those musicians, together with
community members and a new management team,
resolved to remedy the situation through the forma-
tion of a new institution, the New Mexico Philharmon-
ic; and

Whereas the New Mexico Philharmonic successfully
completed its first season in 2012, therefore be it

Resolved, that the delegates of the 2012 ocsm/
omosc Conference applaud the resolve and hard work
of the musicians and board of the New Mexico Phil-
harmonic, wish them continued success and growth,
and celebrate the return of professional symphonic
music to Albuquerque.

Resolution #3

Whereas the Canadian Conference of Musicians unites
Canadian Federation of Musicians Locals and pro-
motes their interests, just as ocsm unites and pro-
motes the interests of our member orchestras, and

Whereas the interests of both groups are furthered
by communication, participation, and mutual under-
standing; and

Whereas all orchestral musicians depend on the
leadership and support of our Locals to maintain the
quality of our orchestras, and of our employment con-
ditions; and

Whereas the executive boards of the Canadian
Conference and ocsm have chosen to join in Toronto
for their 2012 Unity Conference, and

Whereas this presents an unparalleled opportunity
for exchange, discussion, and improved relationships,
therefore let it be

Resolved, that the Delegates of the 2012 ocsm Con-
ference thank the Canadian Conference of Locals for
their work in advancing our profession, and express
wishes for a renewed sense of unity and solidarity be-
tween our memberships.

Resolution #4

Whereas thirty representatives from twelve US and
Canadian orchestras met together in Chicago in May
1962 to improve the conditions of symphonic musi-
cians, and

Whereas their newly formed organization expand-
ed in September 1962, when it formally branded itself
the International Conference of Symphony and Opera
Musicians (icsom), and

Whereas icsom provided symphonic musicians

with a strong, united, national voice, and
Whereas for the past fifty years icsom has contin-

ued to serve an expanding membership of US orches-
tras, and

Whereas icsom also served as the model for two
other symphonic player conferences, the Regional Or-
chestra Players Association and our own Organization
of Canadian Symphony Musicians; and

Whereas icsom convenes in Chicago once again
this August 22–25, 2012 for its 50th anniversary con-
ference, therefore be it

Resolved, that the Delegates and Executive Board of
the 2012 ocsm / omosc Conference extend their ap-
preciation and congratulations to the Delegates and
Governing Board of icsom on the occasion of its 50th
anniversary conference in Chicago.

Joint Resolution #1

Whereas orchestra Players’ Committees represent their
Local Unions, just as Locals serve and represent their
orchestra Players’ Associations; and

Whereas the interests of both groups are best
served through transparency and a free exchange of
information; and

Whereas neither orchestra Players’ Committees nor
Local Boards can effectively serve their members with-
out support from their counterparts; therefore be it

Resolved, that the Organization of Canadian Sym-
phony Musicians and Canadian Conference of Musi-
cians jointly affirm the importance of transparency
and trust between orchestra Players’ Committees and
Local Union Boards, including reporting of discussions
with management by either party; and further

Resolved, that both ocsm and Canadian Conference
encourage the participation of symphonic musicians in
Local Union meetings and as members of Local Union
boards; and further

Resolved, that both ocsm and Canadian Conference
recommend all symphonic Players’ Association bylaws
include language affirming the integrated relationship
between the Players’ Committee and the Local Union.

Joint Resolution #2

Whereas, the cbc/src has been the string that ties
Canada together as a country; and

Whereas, the cbc/src has a mandate to reflect
Canada to Canadians; and

Whereas, the latest cuts in Federal funding do not
allow the cbc/src to fulfill its mandate;

Be it resolved, that ocsm/omosc in conjunction
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with the Canadian Conference urge the Federal gov-
ernment to invest in culture for Canadians by restoring
the funding for the cbc/src.

Negotiating in the Present
Financial Context
by Bernard LeBlanc

Associate Director, Symphonic Services Division Canada

I’ve been part of the Canadian Federation of Musicians
(cfm) staff for four years now as Associate Director of
Symphonic Services representing the Eastern and At-
lantic Canadian musicians. Most of my activities take
place in the province of Quebec at Local 406, la Guilde

des Musiciens et Musiciennes du Québec (gmmq), in
Montréal. In Quebec alone, there are almost 20 or-
chestras, including symphony and chamber orchestras,
contemporary and baroque ensembles, just to name a
few. All of these groups are governed by collective bar-
gaining agreements with the gmmq.

Present Negotiations

In negotiations, monetary demands are always a major
issue and concern for musicians and management; but
recently it seems to be getting more difficult. In my
opinion, this results directly from the economic uncer-
tainty currently prevailing in Canada. Following bud-
get cuts in various levels of governments, future grants
will probably be revised downwards. Also, private
funding and sponsorship was, and always will be, a
challenge to obtain. When the economy is down, the
endowment funds soon follow. These are just few ex-
amples given to us by management when monetary
concessions are on the table and when artistic and/or
administrative expenses are being cut back to respect
budgetary restraints.

Meanwhile, the cost of living index increase in
Quebec in the past 10 years averaged 2 per cent, yet
some managements are negotiating status quo, or
wage increases inferior to the cost of living. Also, some
orchestras are cutting back on concert series because
of slow ticket sales. Fewer touring dates bring a reduc-
tion of guaranteed paid services to their regular musi-
cians. These proposed cuts, once again, put musicians
in a precarious financial position.

Having said this, and considering these challenging
times, both sides continue to try to find short or medi-
um term solutions that are acceptable to both parties
in order to ensure the continuity of our musical genre.

Orchestra Financial Analysis Training Program

Since the fall of 2011, le Fonds de solidarité de la

Fédération des Travailleurs de Québec (ftq), a provin-
cial labour association in Quebec, in collaboration
with the gmmq and ssd, has been working to put to-
gether a financial analysis training program for musi-
cians who want to be part of a negotiating committee.
This course helps committee members analyze finan-
cial statements, understand endowment funds, spon-
sors, and donations, and also studies the positive or
negative results that musicians can bring to orchestra
operations, including benefit activities. This program
is expected to start next fall and will be offered to all
gmmq members.

Here are the orchestras for which we finished ne-
gotiating a contract renewal in the last 6 months: Or-
chestre Métropolitain (2010–2015), Orchestre sym-
phonique de Longueuil (2007–2015), Les Violons du
Roy (2011–2015), I Musici de Montréal (2011–2013)
and Appassionata, a chamber orchestra (2012–2013).
We are currently negotiating, or will do so shortly,
with Trois-Rivières, Sherbrooke, and Laval symphony
orchestras, whose cbas expired last August 31. Feel
free to contact me if you would like more information
on any of these negotiations:
Bernard LeBlanc 〈bleblanc@afm.org〉.

OSQ Benefit for St. Roch’s
‘‘Mother Teresa’’
by Marie-Violaine Ponte

Orchestre Symphonique de Québec

[Editor’s note:] Many musicans in Canadian or-
chestras are involved in charity projects in their
cities. Each issue we will hear about some of
these projects, and how musicians are making a
difference in the lives of those less fortuntate.

Last February, the osq winds gave a benefit concert for
the Gilles Kegle foundation. The initiative came from
Stéphane Fontaine, principal clarinet of the osq, who
took charge of the programming and the logistics of
the event. The concert took place on a Sunday after-
noon at l’Espace Hypérion in Notre-Dame-de-Jacques-
Cartier Church, better known as l’Église au Clocher
penché (the church with the leaning steeple). The
acoustics were good and quite a few people came to
hear us. The Association des Musiciens et Musiciennes
de l’osq offered money to pay for the rental of the hall
but, to our great joy, the administrators of l’Espace
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Hypérion decided that the amount we owed them
would go straight to the foundation.

We also had the honour of a visit
from Mr. Gilles Kegle, who came to
thank us between two patients.
Nicknamed the ‘‘street nurse’’ or
‘‘St-Roch’s Mother Teresa,’’ this
man visits people who are destitute

and solitary, and he does so on a voluntary basis. We
are therefore proud to have been able to contribute
our little something to this admirable cause.

2012 Labor Notes
Conference Report
by Michael Thomson

Calgary Philharmonic Orchestra

I don’t particularly consider myself a hard core union
guy, however this past spring I found myself represent-
ing ocsm at the 2012 Labor Notes Conference held in
Chicago from May 4th to 6th. ocsm’s presence was
courtesy of the Lew and Lenny Legacy Fund, named in
memory of Lewis Waldeck, the afm’s first Symphonic
Services Director, and Leonard Leibowitz, long time le-
gal counsel with the ssd afm. I have always wanted to
visit Chicago, and the opportunity to attend the con-
ference intrigued me, so it was my good fortune to not
be required for the Calgary Philharmonic’s perfor-
mance that weekend.

With 1500 union activists and troublemakers from
all over the world, this year’s conference was the best
attended ever. It was clear that organized labour is
currently under attack as corporations and govern-
ments take advantage of the global recession to claw
back concessions from unions.

Although the conference was intended for an audi-
ence representing 20 different nations, the primary fo-
cus was on issues in the United States. I feel it’s pretty
safe to say that the environment was intense. Certainly
there was no lack of passion in the room at any given
time. There were sing-alongs and chants as well as
marches against local organizations with a current
union struggle. My responsibilities were to attend a se-
lection from over 150 workshops and meetings of-
fered; a task that was made a little more challenging
than I initially thought due to the many interesting
topics.

I began with a workshop on ‘‘Creative Organizing
and Strategic Mischief.’’ This began with the presen-
ters sharing stories from across America in which orga-
nizations turned a weakness into a strength. Examples,

such as taking the company’s logo and using it against
them, using the same ring tone on all employees’ cell
phones as a sign of solidarity, or offering prizes for
small acts of disobedience in the workplace, were cit-
ed. Emphasis was placed on being creative and break-
ing away from the usual badge and t-shirt wearing
campaigns, especially since they are increasingly being
banned in the workplace. Shortly thereafter, the atten-
tion shifted to smaller group sessions intended to get
the creative juices flowing. Some interesting ideas
were presented, however I felt so much time in my

group was dedicated to conveying our
various union environments, that limited
creativity was possible.

‘‘Beating Apathy’’ was next on my
agenda. It was standing-room only as we
were crammed into a small space to lis-

ten to inspiring tales of recent union organization;
clearly the organizers underestimated the interest in
this conference topic. A long list was compiled as to
why people are apathetic, and that in turn was ana-
lyzed to find solutions to the problem. It was noted
that sometimes what is perceived as apathy is actually
a genuine barrier to participation. For instance, in one
union environment they found that all the female
workers of one cultural ethnicity were not getting in-
volved. Through further examination it was discovered
that these individuals required the consent of their
spouses. Once this was recognized and dealt with, this
group of individuals became a very strong component
of the union’s solidarity.

Persistence, respect, and making a personal con-
nection were advised as being the best tools to combat
apathy. Ultimately, apathy was described as an expres-
sion of hopelessness and it was suggested that trying
to recognize from where an individual or group comes
will help the most.

We finished the first day with a plenary session in
which we heard personal accounts of union activism
from various presenters. They included representatives
from the Warehouse Workers for Justice, Egyptian
Democratic Labor Congress, Teaching Assistants Asso-
ciation – Madison, Restaurant Opportunities Centre,
and Labor Notes’ own Mark Brenner. All shared inspir-
ing tales much to the delight of the large crowd.

Saturday began with another plenary session in
which accounts from the Amalgamated Transit Union
and the Chicago Teachers Union were shared. After
that I attended a workshop on ‘‘Social Media and La-
bor Campaigns.’’ I learned how social media was being
used as a tool against the highly polished marketing
and media campaigns of corporations and govern-
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ment; essentially, they can’t keep up with social media.
Multiple examples were shown as a testament to what
was possible. Of particular interest was the online
course ‘‘New Media Boot Camp for Union Activists.’’
Fundamentally, it was noted that it takes time to put
together a slick corporate message and it was shown
how YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, Tumbler, and Pinter-
est (to name just a few) are being utilized very effec-
tively. The ability to organize or report on an event
and post it through social media, thereby allowing the
whole world to learn about it while it’s actually hap-
pening, is a powerful tool. Its authenticity becomes im-
mediately apparent. We’ve all witnessed on the
evening news the power of social media with issues
such as the uprising in Syria, but it was interesting to
see how it could be applied to union activities.

A scene from the Winnipeg General Strike, 1919

I then moved on to ‘‘Bargaining Table Tactics.’’ This
ended up being a refresher course on the fundamen-
tals of negotiating. Emphasis was placed on prepara-
tion and research while support from the members
was described as absolutely key. It was felt that man-
agement fears union solidarity the most. Discipline at
the table was stressed, as well as establishing ground
rules prior to beginning negotiations. There was also a
lengthy discussion on the effective use of caucus and
avoiding impasse. The information provided was all
review for me, since I have already participated in ne-
gotiations. Unfortunately, the workshop was not as
useful as I had hoped, as the different environment
and legislation in which American Unions negotiate
took precedence. Nevertheless, there was some cross-
over and it’s always good to re-enforce sound negotia-
tion principles.

Later I attended a session on ‘‘General Strikes:
Lessons from Labor History.’’ This was primarily a his-
tory lesson led by a very knowledgeable labour educa-

tor currently living in England. The general strikes of
1886 – which resulted in the 8 hour work day – and
1946 – which shut down five US cities, were discussed
as well as other instances that almost led to a general
strike. It was an interesting session leading to much
debate as to why we haven’t seen general strikes in
North America in recent times.

I must admit I decided not to attend the Saturday
evening banquet. Instead I hopped on the train and
caught the Chicago Symphony Orchestra performing
the Dvorak Cello Concerto, with Yo Yo Ma, and the
Beethoven Symphony No. 2. It was well worth it, as I
didn’t want to miss the opportunity to see this excep-
tional orchestra perform live.

On the final day I began with ‘‘Solidarity Forever!
The Labor Movement, Political Repression, and the
Fight for Civil Liberties.’’ This was a very enlightening
session as we were informed of fbi action against
labour activists in the United States. Four presenters
relayed stories of recent fbi raids and grand jury inves-
tigations resulting in criminal charges laid against var-
ious individuals. They proposed that the ‘‘Patriot Act’’
and the ‘‘Federal Intelligence Surveillance Act’’ were
being used inappropriately to spy on and infiltrate
union organizations. Particular attention was paid to
Carlos Montes, a long-time Chicano activist in Los An-
geles. He is currently facing four felony charges due to
his political organizing.

Afterward, I satisfied my love for documentaries by
attending ‘‘Class Struggle on Film.’’ Six independent
film makers each took turns speaking about their work
and showed a 10 minute teaser of their resulting docu-
mentary. The participants were: Joan Sekler, ‘‘Locked
Out’’; Luis Argueta, ‘‘abUSed: The Postville Raid’’;
Anne Lewis, ‘‘Morristown: In the Air and Sun’’; An-
drew Friend, ‘‘Re-Occupy: The Republic Story Contin-
ues’’; Danya Abt, ‘‘Metropolis, Illinois’’; and Larry Dun-
can, ‘‘Shills and Cruel Jokes.’’ This was a very enjoy-
able session and my only regret was not being able to
watch all six films in their entirety.

The conference ended with a final plenary session
in which we heard from Occupy Wall Street, afscme –
University of California, cwa – Verizon strike, and usw

– Quebec local 780, who were locked out by Rio Tinto
on New Year’s Eve.

I had absolutely no expectations, but found that
this conference provided a wealth of information
about the labour movement. Initially I thought I might
come away with specific tools to aid me in my own
personal union environment, but ultimately the agen-
da seemed focused on general motivation and educa-
tion. The motto for this conference was ‘‘Solidarity for
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the 99%’’ and that pretty much summed it up. I feel
the organizers’ intention was to generate solidarity
throughout all industries and build unity for the vari-
ous labour struggles around the world. The notion
that you’re not alone and that it’s worth the fight was
always front and centre. For me, this conference was
about inspiring rank and file members, and nurturing
potential future labour movement leaders.

Ultimately, it showed me that as a musicians’ union
we have come a long way in fighting for our rights,
but it also reinforced that we cannot become compla-
cent with what we have achieved.

Living in Interesting Times
by Matt Heller

OC SM President

Over the past few months, orchestras in Malaysia and
Korea have faced illegal dismissals. The symphonies of
Indianapolis, Atlanta, and Minnesota have approached
or reached impasses in contract negotiations, and
managements have threatened or imposed lockouts.
Musicians in the St. Paul Chamber Orchestra, one of
the greatest chamber orchestras in the world, have
been offered a 67 percent pay cut. ‘‘May you live in in-
teresting times,’’ as the Chinese curse goes – unfortu-
nately, we do.

OC SM is committed to supporting musicians inter-
nationally, as well as in Canada. To do that, we need an
involved and engaged membership. Please sign up for
the OCSM-list discussion group at our website (ocsm-
omosc.org). While you’re there, click our Facebook link
and ‘‘Like’’ OCSM. We’ll send updates on all these situa-
tions, with more depth and timeliness than this news-
letter allows. And we’ll suggest ways you can help sup-
port musician colleagues who are struggling. In a well-
connected world, the work we do to communicate and
advocate for our art is ever more important.

Regional Orchestra Players
Association Conference
Report
by Matt Heller

OC SM President

The Minnesota Opera Orchestra hosted this summer’s
conference. from August 2 to 5 in Minneapolis. The
company has gained a reputation commissioning suc-
cessful new works, including the Pulitzer-winning

opera Silent Night. Minnesotans clearly value sym-
phonic music, as we heard from an organizer of Min-
nesota Citizens for the Arts. This advocacy group built
partnerships with environmental and other groups (in-
cluding, oddly, deer hunters) to pass a referendum,
this first of its kind in the US, which established a sales
tax in the state constitution to support art and conser-
vation for the next 25 years. She credited their success
to a willingness to escape from a ‘‘silo mentality,’’
speaking to a broad demographic of active, healthy,
engaged citizens who support arts and culture.

Nevertheless, both the St. Paul Chamber Orchestra
and the Minnesota Orchestra face well-publicized fi-
nancial challenges, with difficult negotiations ongoing
amid extensive renovations of Orchestra Hall. I was
able to attend the Negotiating Orchestras Workshop,
an informative session led by ssd Director Jay Blumen-
thal, with presentations by many ssd staff members.
ropa delegates were clearly primed and grateful for all
the advice, from pointers on effective communication
and use of social media, to ways to maintain a position
of power and a united bargaining unit. The ropa

board was meanwhile meeting privately with five or-
chestra managers, selected for their progressive work
and positive relations with musicians. ropa initiated
the meeting to explore how to better communicate
within the field. This was an identified need presented
by George Cohen (director of US Federal Mediation
and Conciliation Service) last summer at the ropa and
icsom conferences, in hopes of starting a dialogue be-
fore difficult talks arise. President Carla Lehmeier-
Tatum reported an extremely productive and promis-
ing first conversation.

ropa now has 85 member orchestras, and reading
their delegate reports can overwhelm – but resilience
and hope is a resounding theme. Many of these small-
er orchestras are doing quite well, achieving ambitious
artistic goals despite an adverse economic climate and
union-busting rhetoric.
• A Virginia bill disallowing symphonic musicians col-

lecting unemployment in the off-season died in sub-
committee hearings; legislators were surprised to
learn how little many musicians earn. Concerted ef-
forts by afm Symphonic Services, musicians on site,
their locals, and the Symphonic Player Conferences
helped defeat the bill.

• Many orchestras reported successful uses of the In-
tegrated Media Agreement.

• The inaugural season of the New Mexico Philhar-
monic was very well supported by the community.

• Most distressing was the recent folding of the Napa
Valley Symphony, after the orchestra’s biggest donor
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died in an auto accident last August. Musicians
there, like those in New Mexico and Syracuse, have
already begun organizing a new entity to present
professional orchestral music.
A major focus was apathy, including a workshop in

positive ways to confront it by University of Minnesota
labor educator Mary Bellman. We paired off to role-
play positive conversations with non-attenders and
late-dues-payers; though inevitably, when she asked
for volunteers to talk about apathy, no hands went up.
I found a lot to take away from the workshop: ways to
delegate more effectively (appeal to a person, not a
bulk email list); to understand the person before mak-
ing yourself understood; and to encourage participa-
tion with meaningful, achievable tasks.

Many speakers ap-
peared in Toronto; of
note was afm President
Ray Hair’s speech, in
which he spoke at
length about intellectual
property and discussions
of performer’s rights
payments with fim, the
International Federation
of Musicians. The ieb is
playing a larger role in-
ternationally, as the re-
cent success at the

World Intellectual Property Organization in Beijing
demonstrates, and Ray specifically credited the leader-
ship of Canada in performer’s rights.

Other highlights included a panel discussion on
union recruiting at universities; ropa attorney Shane
Youtz’ presentation on responsibilities of orchestra and
negotiating committees from a labour law perspective;
and two Minnesota authors, Julie Ayer on the history
of the symphonic labour movement, and Janet Hor-
vath, author of Playing Less Hurt, on safety issues to be
considered in negotiations.

I had many great conversations with delegates and
officers at ropa, and the dedication and energy of
President Carla Lehmeier-Tatum, the governing board,
and the entire organization are truly inspiring. Also of
note, and deeply appreciated, was ropa’s unanimously
passed resolution honouring Francine Schutzman and
congratulating her for receiving this year’s Betty Web-
ster Award for her contributions to our art. We contin-
ue to benefit from a close and collaborative friendship
with US orchestral musicians.

IC SOM in Chicago
by Matt Heller

OC SM President

The International Conference of Symphony and Opera
Musicians (icsom) returned to Chicago, site of the first
such gathering in May 1962. The 50th anniversary
conference, held between August 22 and 25, was the
best attended ever, and included many past chairs and
other officers. Celebrating history was definitely on
the agenda, as was envisioning and preparing for the
future.

Each year brings new challenges, and long strikes
in Detroit and Louisville are still fresh. Still, challeng-
ing negotiations in Atlanta, Minneapolis, Saint Paul,
and Indianapolis were cause for grave concern. Eco-
nomic stagnation might be to blame; some also point-
ed to a spirit of meanness in the wider culture, as well
as increasingly anti-union rhetoric. Whatever the
cause, many musicians shared a sense that their liveli-
hoods are under attack, a sense compounded by nega-
tive stories in the press and pessimistic statements
from managements.

In the face of such negative currents, icsom is
launching a separate organization, the American Sym-
phony Advocacy Project (asap). Chair Bruce Ridge has
made a practice of spreading a positive message and
taking a broader view of the industry, and asap will
extend that message to legislators and opinion-shapers
in Washington, D.C. asap will be a 501(c)3, meaning
it can accept political donations and lobby for musi-
cian concerns, as icsom itself cannot. They will share
some mutual board members, but asap will function
largely independently. Mark Lindsay, a Clevelander
who has worked in the White House for the Clinton
and Obama administrations, will head up the new as-

ap board.
We also heard from a panel of 17 labour attorneys

active in orchestra negotiations, assembled for a sort of
conference-within-conference. This was also a historic
first for icsom, and the resulting discussion was fasci-
nating, more nuanced and contentious than I would
have imagined. Some of the top lawyers in the industry
talked about the value of communication with the mu-
sicians, and when not to communicate; how to obtain
necessary information and avoid impasse; how to unite
the bargaining unit; what to do about overscale, and
many other topics. One of their number, ssd attorney
Ro c h e l l e Skolnick, gave an excellent presentation on
peer review and dismissals, a topic we might feature in
a future ocsm conference as well.
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For me, the highlight of the conference was anoth-
er panel discussion with former chairs of icsom, in-
cluding Sam Denov, Melanie Burrell, Brad Buckley,
Robert Levine, and Jan Gippo. This could have been
merely an exercise in self-congratulation, but turned
into far more – to a person, each was truly insightful
about their own periods leading icsom, and reflective
about what is needed to renew icsom’s relevance for
the future. Buckley proposed that new approaches to
collective bargaining will be necessary for the 21st
century, while Levine questioned the fundamental
state of icsom’s democratic process. Truly icsom has
been a force for greater democratization, giving musi-
cians a voice in their union and with managements.
Still, the lack of real debate and dissent, symptomized
by a lack of contested elections, should give us pause.
This has been my question as well, for all our player
conferences, so I was glad to hear it posed so pointed-
ly – though I’m still not sure we have any good an-
swers.

ssd Electronic Media Director Deborah Newmark
presented a new media agreement which allows sym-
phony musicians to record their own videos to pro-
mote themselves to the community – the genesis of
this Public Relations Agreement was in Grand Rapids,
where a beautifully produced video helped musicians
affirm their value before the public during a difficult
negotiation period. The PR agreement is still on a trial
basis and presently not available in Canada, though it
could be in the very near future. Essentially, it gives
the afm the rights as copyright holder, in order to po-
lice unintended uses, but allows musicians to waive
the usual fees.

This historic conference was most interesting and
thought-provoking, and I thank the membership of oc-

sm for allowing me to represent them in Chicago.

Santa Sighted in Edmonton
by Edith Stacey

Edmonton Symphony Orchestra

The Musicians of the Edmonton Symphony have been
donning Santa’s hats at the intermissions of their De-
cember concerts and collecting money from their loyal
and generous audiences for the Edmonton Food Bank
for the past 3 seasons. In 2010, they collected over
$17,000 and it was the largest donation that the Food
Bank had received from any single source that Decem-
ber. The seed for the idea was planted by violinist Rob
Hryciw who has collected donations for many years
from musicians for the cbc’s annual turkey drive. Su-

san Flook also heard from an ocsm delegate’s report at
a players’ association meeting a few years ago about
naco musicians who collected snowsuits to help needy
children, and she thought we should try something
like that here.

Susan went straight to the dollar store and pur-
chased Santa hats, Easter bunny baskets, and flashy
tinsel so that the players would look festive when
they blitzed the audience. She went to musicians indi-
vidually and asked them to volunteer – and a personal
ask from Susan was and still is very difficult to turn
down. She carefully vetted the idea with the adminis-
tration, who were entirely positive. We had to take
care to be sure that there were not any other not-for-
profits, such as the Salvation Army, out in the hall at
the same time.

The response has been incredi-
ble and the interaction with our
fans is not only rewarded with
baskets filled to the brim with
cold, hard cash but with warm
stories about so and so in the
horn section who taught their
daughter and how much they
love coming to hear the orches-

tra. December can sometimes seem like the cruelest
month for musicians; the endless Christmas music,
frosty nights in a very northern city where frozen en-
gine-blocks groan at the thought of ‘‘going out.’’ But in
spite of all of that, the warm response received and
given makes me eager to get to work for every single
concert in December. And to think if we hadn’t sacri-
ficed a few minutes at every intermission, the Food
Bank would have had almost $50,000 less in its coffers
where even in a rich province there are many thou-
sands of needy people.

New Regulations for
Transporting Instruments on
Aircraft
by David Brown

Air transportation was once considered glamourous
but these times are now long gone, especially for
those who have occasion to transport large musical
instruments as excess baggage. These intrepid souls
are likely able to recount colourful, often harrowing
stories of their experiences. After hearing a few of
these tales it becomes evident that the transportation
of instruments is subject to many arbitrary decisions,
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often made by inexperienced or uninformed airline
personnel.

Currently there are no consistent policies across the
industry; various airlines have different specifications
as to the total weight and dimensions they will accept.
Even within the same airline the treatment and han-
dling of instruments may vary widely, again depending
on the people processing the ticketing. If things go
well airline staff may exceed all expectations in assist-
ing the safe conveyance of the precious cargo. If things
go badly, indifference and lack of cooperation may re-
sult in exorbitant charges or even a complete refusal to
ship the instrument. Some carriers with poor track
records are to be avoided at all costs, but even so
called ’instrument friendly’ airlines will still, on occa-
sion, treat musicians poorly.

Two recent cases of cellos in
flight made media headlines re-
cently. In each case the cellist in
question purchased an addition-
al full price seat for their instru-
ment, in order to avoid any pos-
sibility of damage if the cello
were to be checked as baggage.

In the first case the owner was informed that both he
and his cello would have to be upgraded to first class
in order for the instrument to be allowed on the plane.
This blatant cash grab cost the musician an additional
$1500.00 for a short domestic flight. In the second
case the instrument was denied passage on board the
plane and the owner, not having the option of booking
an alternative flight, agreed against his better judge-
ment to allow his very rare and valuable instrument to
be placed in the hold.

I once witnessed a crew in their first encounter
with a cello on board their aircraft. It was treated with
extreme suspicion; it was not deemed sufficient to
merely constrict the instrument with the usual seat
belt extension straps. Instead, a cargo net was sum-
moned. After ten very entertaining minutes, the cello
was sufficiently bound with enough ropes, straps and
netting to satisfy the crew, as though it was Hannibal
Lecter that they had been subduing.

Things may soon to change for the better. In re-
sponse to continued lobbying by the afm, the US Con-
gress recently passed a Federal Aviation Administration
(faa) reform act, the FAA policy guidelines 〈http://www
.afm.org/uploads/file/FAAMusicalInstruments.pdf〉, in-
cluding suggested allowances for checked and carry-on
musical instruments. The new guidelines are scheduled
to take effect in February 2014, following public hear-
ings and drafting of final regulations. The afm, ssd, and

ocsm are gathering musicians’ travel stories and seeking
to continue to influence the direction of policy towards
fair treatment of musicians and their instruments, wher-
ever they fly.
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